The Brent and Jennie Taylor Service Award recognizes a mayor or council member of a city or town that demonstrates an extraordinary commitment to leadership and strengthening their community. The nominating individual must be affiliated with municipal government (elected official, staff, or ULCT affiliate). There is no limit to the number of people who an individual can nominate. Individuals may also nominate themselves.

The application must by submitted by 5:00 pm on **AUGUST 7, 2020**.

**Part A: Nominator Information**

What is your name?

What is your title?

What is your preferred email address?

What is your preferred phone number? (optional)
Part B: Nominee Information

What is the full name of the person you are nominating?

________________________________________________________________

What elected office does the nominee hold?

________________________________________________________________

Which city/town does the nominee serve?

________________________________________________________________

What is the nominee’s email address?

________________________________________________________________

What is the nominee’s phone number? (optional)

________________________________________________________________
Describe the nominee's accomplishments, contributions to their community and other factors that make this service especially exemplary. (600 character limit)

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Detail the nominee’s background of service, including elected, community, and other positions of service. (600 character limit)

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

End of Block: nomineeBackground